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Abstract

In this thesis, we report on the design and construction of a distributed, collaborative, object-oriented, library-based modeling system (CodeNet) to support reusing and adapting components. By understanding and resolving the issues involved in the design and implementation process of CodeNet, this work contributes to reuse-oriented software design and development in the context of distributed computing.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

The power of new generation computers and, the same time their cheapness has produced an increasing demand for software systems of higher and higher complexity. While the field of programming had made tremendous progress, the development of a large software system involves a number of difficulties in both technical and non-technical aspects [SOM89], such as: the problem being solved were not well understood by all the people involved in the project; people had to spend a lot of time communicating with each other rather than writing the code; people leaving the project affectedly the work of other people, replacing an individual required an extensive amount of training about the project requirements and system design. Many solutions were proposed and tried, but the common consensus was to view the final software system as a complex product and the building of it as an engineering job.

A way to improve the understandability and maintainability of a legacy system is modularization. Modularizing an existing system consists of replacing a simple large program or module with a functionally equivalent collection of smaller modules [CAN95]. Modularization is also useful for downsizing large applications from mainframes to distributed client/server platforms [SNE94]. Indeed, a changing hardware platform is becoming a vital importance question for the economy and the competitiveness of many companies. Therefore, software systems developed for the old platform have to be available on the new one. In many cases reusing the existing systems and adapting them to the new platform is cost-effective and can be preferable to new
development [SNE95]. Another reason for modularizing a system is the possibility to reuse its single modules in the development of new software systems.

Software reuse has long been recognizes as a way to improve both the productivity and the quality of new software projects [BIG89, FRAKES94, LIM94]. The reuse of software components that have been already tested may reduce the costs of software development and increase software productivity. Moreover, reuse-oriented software development can reduce the maintenance cost [BAS90], because maintenance operations on a modularized system can be better localized. On the other side, reuse is the examination and alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implementation in the new form.

The concept of “software reuse” is not new. Software should be massed produced and stored into repositories in order to be used to compose more complex components and systems during software development. One of the most promising ways to make the population of a repository of reusable assets cost effective and to obtain useful results in a short time is by extracting and reusing them from the existing software [ARN92, CAL91, CAN94, DUNN93, HALL, PRI91]. Existing systems record in various forms (requirements or design documents, code, test cases, and user manuals) a large amount of knowledge and expertise. Therefore, they can become the main source of reusable components.

In our system (model), the term reuse will refer to the process of obtaining reusable assets from the class-based library. Design and reuse processes involve the following activities:
1. Identify the system components and their relationships;

2. Understanding their meaning and producing the related specifications;

3. Accessing the class library to identify reuse candidate components;

4. Inserting, updating and packaging the components (classes) in the library independently;

5. Retrieval from the library by the natural language and generate the object-oriented application code for the end-users.

1.1. Motivation

Software reuse has been recognized as one of the realistic and promising ways to improve software productivity, quality and reliability, reduce maintenance costs and shorten time-to-market [MCC99, JAC97]. Two of the challenging problems in engineering an application from reusable parts are: (a) software component retrieval and (b) reuse by composition and generation. A third challenge is adaptation of reusable components to fit the needs of a new application system. However, at present much of the software reuse activity has only been oriented toward the reuse of parts -- especially function -- stored in reuse libraries, and most of the reuse systems were built in stand-alone environments.

The latest technologies are bringing a remarkable impact to software reuse. The most significant change is raised by the object and network technology.

Object technology offers significant benefits in the construction of individual programs, but the real power of object-based information systems is generally easier to modify and maintain which can rapidly adjust to changing circumstances [MCC96]. By inheritance and encapsulating methods with data structures, an object-based library can execute
complex analysis and data manipulation operations to search and transform multimedia and other complex objects. Object technology makes software reuse a lot easier—it represents an orientation shift where the emphasis is to build cleaner, more standardized objects in the reuse library which cut down on interdependencies which in turn helps make objects reusable. Especially, the Object-Oriented language enforces what you want developers to do and not to do [MEYER94].

At the same time, the fast growth of the Internet makes the research and collaboration on software reuse using the World Wide Web especially encouraging. Internet has created a potential market that is much bigger than any one before. The distributed software reuse has quickly gained favour due to their intuitive interfaces and powerful yet simple features.

These raise the question of how to make objects more reusable in the general network and how can distributed objects be mixed and matched to form complete systems?

The prototype we decided that the way to build this portable prototype was to create a reusable library architecture. It should be based on the class objects and can make objects more reusable everywhere and distribute objects to form a complete system. Meanwhile, it should provide a foundation for code reuse, scalability and the flexibility in the distributed environment. Not only would this save time, but also it would result in better quality systems for our end-users.
1.2. Criteria for Success

This thesis deals with the identification and extraction from the existing class library to generate the programming source codes in accordance with the end-user requirements. In particular, a new approach to construct reuse systems by a distributed library system model and a natural language-based application generator is investigated. The criteria for success, to be judged in the following chapter, are as follows:

- Review of the existing reuse technologies;
- Description and evaluation of the existing database and distributed approaches;
- Design and development of a distributed library-based model for software reuse in the general network;
- Description and evaluation of modules used in this system;
- Evaluation the contribution and creation of this new approach;
- Prototype implementation of this system to show that it is dynamic;
- Evaluation of this new model by demonstration and execution.

1.3. Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the current major technologies of software reuse, which include state of the practice, research direction, gaps and challenges.

Chapter 3 explains library-based reuse concepts, how to build reuse class library in the distributed environment, the critical technologies applied in our model.
Chapter 4 describes the detailed design, features and implementation of the prototype system called CodeNet \(^1\), and gives demonstrations on how to use CodeNet.

Chapter 5 highlights the evaluation along with the future work.

\(^1\) CodeNet is a new-released name of our system. It has an original name called DORLM (Distributed Object-based Software Reuse Library Module) [ANDY00].
CHAPTER 2. Literature Review

2.1. A Simple, Sensible Idea

There is virtually no software project in which reuse should not be practised. Software reuse is the process of creating software systems from predefined software components. The basic idea underlying software reuse is simple. Rather than build each software system from scratch as has been the normal software practice, with software reuse we capitalize on the similarity of software systems by building them from reusable architectures and building blocks [MCC98]. Because there is such a high degree of similarity among software systems, this idea makes good sense.

Reuse makes sense because the similarity found across software systems is enormous and undeniable. When we compare software systems, we usually find 60% to 70% commonality from one software application to another. This includes code, design, functional and architectural similarities. At all levels of development from requirements specifications to code, there are components that by the nature of implementing tasks and representing information on a computer must appear over and over again in software applications [ADL95]. New technologies such as software automation, object-orientation and client-server do not change this; however, they do make it easier to take advantage of software similarities. Some software similarities can be predefined and built into software tools (such as reusable code patterns in generators); others can be created as reusable components, which are stored in software reuse libraries.

Although the idea of software reuse is simple and obvious, its implementation is not. The practice of software reuse often requires a change in the corporate culture, software
process, software tool set and software skill set; as well as, something to reuse. Reuse is more difficult to implement than other software technologies because it works best when applied above the single system level where there is more opportunity to reuse components and to get the pay-back from the investment in reuse [SAR99]. The broader the base on which to practise reuse the better. Ideally, reuse programs should extend across multiple systems, project teams and even organizational boundaries [MCC98].

Also, without the availability of the enabling technologies discussed in this section, reuse-based system would be far less feasible and effective.

2.2. Representation

Typically, the representation is a description of the reusable asset at some level of abstraction. The types of reusable assets that may be represented include processes and parts of processes, objects, products, and relationships among processes and products [DOD95]. The assets may be physical (e.g., a hardware device) or logical (e.g., a concept). Representation is a critical technology for the interdependent issues of process modelling, product modelling, architecture implementation, and their interrelationships. Common model representations are needed to facilitate the recognition and exploitation of reuse opportunities within and across projects and domains [ASP93]. Such representations must be sufficiently expressive to capture structure, functionality, behaviour, and constraints [DOD95]. At the same time, such representations must be feasible to implement in terms of storage size and processing time for the models.
2.3. Process Modelling

The term software process refers to processes that are intrinsic to developing and evolving software systems [SIT96]. Models of reusable processes will be some of the most important reusable assets within a domain. Such reusable processes must be repeatable, defined, measured and optimising for specific application and product lines within a domain [DOD95]. Rigorous models increase the probability of achieving these goals.

There are two faces or sides of reuse that must be incorporated into the development process to support the practice of software reuse:

- Activities for creating or acquiring reusable components.
- Activities for using reusable components as building blocks in the creation of new systems.

A reusable component may be code, but the bigger benefits of reuse come from a broader and higher-level view of what can be reused. Software specifications, designs, test cases, data, prototypes, plans, documentation, frameworks, and templates are all candidates for reuse [MCC94].

2.4. Composition and Generation

Composition and generation are two major software reuse technologies for the development and maintenance of software systems.

2.4.1. Composition

Composition refers to the development of new programs from reusable modules (and
more recently architectural frameworks) which largely retain their form and identity in the new programs [BIRI87].

The first approach to composition relies upon "mining" or "scavenging" existing designs and code for reusable assets. The second approach to composition reflects the position that reusable assets should be designed, developed and supported for reuse. At a higher level of abstraction, the third approach to composition, software schemas, emphasises reusable algorithms and data structures rather than source code components per se [DOD95]. This approach, which is still in the research stage, uses formal semantic descriptions of the algorithms and data structures represented in the schemas [GOG89].

2.4.2. Generation

In contrast to composition, generation technologies rely on reusable patterns rather than reusable modules. Such patterns may take the form of code or transformation rules. For example, an application generator contains embedded knowledge of the semantic patterns that occur frequently in a given application domain [GRI94]. Executable code is generated directly from a specified need for instances of such patterns. Examples of this technology include parser generators and compiler compilers used to create new language translators and application generators.

There are the four approaches to generation:

- Employ the primitive pattern generations that are a part of high-level programming languages [DOD93].
- Based upon the semantics of a very narrow and well-understood application domain.
- Generate executable code directly from software design specifications.
• The transformational approach, uses a formal specification language to capture the intended semantic behaviour [DOD93].

The most promising approach may be a hybrid of both generative and compositional technologies. This technique is based on the notion that several kinds of assets (code, tools, languages, framework) should be designed and packaged as a compatible set [DOD95], so together they make the task of the application engineer much easier.

2.5. Object Technology and Reuse

Object-based programming supports reuse through class definitions, which provide modularity and information hiding, and polymorphism, which allows procedures to be used with a wider range of arguments. The object-oriented philosophy is compatible with software reuse in that it seems to encourage people to identify and create reusable abstractions rather than inventing new code [JF98]. Object-oriented toolkits and frameworks foster the reuse of designs.

To succeed with object technology we must succeed with reuse. We must recognize that reuse means fundamentally changing the software development process, including the OO development process. An OO/reuse discipline inherits more than creating and using class libraries. It requires formalizing the practice of reuse by including support for reuse in OO development methods, tools, training, and measurements.

To employ software reuse combined with OO development effectively, reuse-driven methodologies are an absolute requirement to get any reuse at all for large applications [MCC95]. A reuse-driven methodology for objects consisting of six facets:
• Methodology

• Tools

• Run Time Environment

• Class Library Management

• Testing

• Continuing Operations.

Work is underway to define all six facets, then OO technology enable better support for management and training for reusable components.

2.6. Language Mechanisms

Language mechanisms are the means by which software engineers express the implementations they derive in software development [DOD93]. The reuse of implementations is totally dependent upon the ability of a programmer to make it work in a programming language. The relevant research areas include:

• program modularity (the expression of a program as a collection of parts),

• polymorphism and its particularly important specialisation in inheritance

• environmental issues, including the concurrent execution of, the distribution across multiple processors of, and the handling of exceptional conditions by program artifacts.

Languages supporting these facilities allow programmers to develop programs possessing the characteristics necessary for reusability, portability and maintainability.
The major gaps in language mechanisms from the perspective of reusability include how to reuse software designed for computer systems with thousands of processors, local and wide area networks with thousands of systems, and how exception handling migrates into reusable components from the surrounding environment.

2.7. Software Reuse Library and Repositories

The most immediate problem in reuse is the building up of a repository of reusable software components [GIR98]. Although reusable software components can be designed and implemented during the development of new software projects, existing software is widely considered to be the main source for the extraction of reusable assets [MAA91, KIM90].

A reuse repository is a database for storing reusable assets. A reuse library is a repository plus a search interface, an indexing scheme for the assets in the repository, and facilities for change management and quality assessment of the assets. The library concept has expanded to include providing support for helping the user to understand the assets, since this is necessary for software reuse [DOD95]. In some cases, the concept of reuse library includes additional capabilities such as composition and application instantiation.

There are several issues involved in building a repository. The first is a platform for the repository. The primary alternatives are database management system (DBMS), information storage and retrieval (IR) systems, AI-based systems, and hypertext. There are lots of tools for all of these. The second issue is the indexing of the components. Many techniques for indexing reusable components have been proposed. They fall into four categories: library science, artificial intelligence, hypertext, and formal specification.
Some operational libraries that are based on knowledge representation, employs a semantic network/rule-based hybrid scheme, captures domain requirements and (some) elements of software architecture as a context model for components, which are then linked to the requirements and the architecture [WAL92]. An additional problem is the difficulty involved in actually obtaining assets (especially large ones) that have been identified and requested, due to network overload and inadequate performance.

There has been much work on reuse libraries, such as interoperability, interface design, distributed heterogeneous databases, database security, asset quality assurance, change management, and automated support for controlled vocabulary indexing [HEL91]. Better representations of library collections are needed to help users find and understand the parts they need.

2.8. Reuse in the General Network

The popularity of network has provided a new solution to cheaper and more efficient Software Reuse Libraries (or SRLs). Network tools such as Netscape and Mosaic provide simple and user-friendly methods to search and extract reusable assets from the remote SRLs [POU95].

Distributed SRLs have quickly gained favour due to their intuitive interfaces and powerful yet simple features. But the task implied by network-based software reuse involves making SRLs accessible to users in machines from the mainframe-based to workstation-based or other kind of environments. We need a way to not only locate reusable software but also a way to locate other items of interest, such as key personnel information about on-going programs, the latest developments in various technologies,
and trade studies previously conducted etc. The desired information retrieval tool has to handle all these types of information and environments.

Another a major consideration of network implementation of SRL concerns security problem. System must actually authorize users through the use of subnet masks based on Internet Protocol (IP) address; this allows the acceptable level of access control to users.

2.9. Software Engineering Environment

A Software Engineering Environment (SEE) consists of platforms, framework services, repository, and Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools [DOD95]. Major problems exist, especially for employing reusable assets, in that implementations of open systems, framework interface standards, and distributed repositories for objects are not yet available easily.
CHAPTER 3. Library-Based Reuse in the General Network

3.1. General Concepts of Library-Based Reuse

A single or virtual software reuse library (a library of interoperable libraries) is developed to provide users with quick and easy access to reusable software assets of interest. Collections of assets (requirements, design, code, test, documentation, etc.) are acquired, classified, certified and made available to users either directly from the library system or from a server in a seamless manner using client processes [PER92].

Many organizations focus their reuse initiatives on a reuse library where members of the organization can both store reusable assets and retrieve these assets when they need them. Software reuse libraries use specialised methods for component classification and retrieval. A recent survey of application programmers [BELL92], which was conducted to discover user needs and attitudes toward reuse, shows that users consider reuse worthwhile, but most of them (especially those without object-oriented experience) expect more from application generators or from tools for automatic programming than from reuse systems like browsers. A browser’s usefulness actually depends on the features of software libraries as well as on the expertise of users. Such tools are useful in the case of small libraries; in the case of users that have good knowledge of the library content and extensive experience in its utilisation or as complementary mechanisms of faster retrieval systems, like keyword-based reuse systems [PRI90].

3.2. Object-Orientation Technique in Library-Based Reuse

In order to deal with all the difficulties arising in the library-based reuse area, especially the technical ones, a relatively new design and coding methodology-- object orientation --
has been applied widely for this purpose. "Object-oriented programs are made up of interacting components called objects" [BRAD86]. These objects may correspond to real world entities, to computer hardware and software component, or to data structures. Software construction using object-oriented language is the "assembly of objects to form a system" [JOE00]. An object is defined via its class, which determines everything about an object. Objects are individual instances of a class. A class is a structured collection of fields (variables) and methods (constructors and functions). These two components along with classes make up the central components of an object-oriented application. To use a class within a program, an object of that class must be created.

Object-oriented languages and methods have two features that are of special benefit to library-based reuse: Information hiding and inheritance.

Information hiding is a concept that was known long before object-orientation came to the scene [JOE00]; however, many researchers today feel that the concept came closed to being concrete by using object-oriented methods, for object oriented methods focus on showing "what" is to be achieved by each object, while hiding "how" this is achieved internally. This feature is very helpful in library-based reuse, since it lets the developers interact with components in the basis of their known functionality and not their internal representation. Information hiding is achieved in object-oriented languages through "encapsulation", which "places a wall of code around each piece of data" [BRAD86].

Inheritance, on the other hand, is the feature proper of object-oriented languages and methods. Inheritance is the concept where objects acquire (inherit) some or all of the existing properties of other, already-defined, objects. The objects whose features are
reused in other objects are known as "classes", and the whole set of classes and objects that inherit from them is known as a "class hierarchy". Thus, "programmers no longer have to start each module with a blank page, but instead write a single statement that references some class that is already in a library" [BRAD86]. Each subsequent statement defines how the fact that certain structures will not be defined from scratch, but will inherit from already defined one [HEN95]. Objects and classes can be seen as reusable building blocks: "A minimum of coupling and a maximum of cohesion in class design helps in generating such building blocks" [GALL95].

Object-oriented techniques as an "evolution", not a "revolution" [BRAD86], for object-orientation supplements the existing components of existing software with libraries and techniques to extract those components and make use of them, as opposed to building new components from scratch and this constituting a "revolution" every time a new software is to be developed.

3.3. Build Reuse Class Library in the Distributed Environment

With the growing use of individual workstations, personal computers, legacy systems and increased rates of adoption of the Internet and other networking platforms, reuse of software components available in open distributed systems is a promising approach for efficient development of complex distributed applications.

A complete distributed software reuse library is a way to unify the broad range of existing and new systems in an organization in a consistent and coherent framework that allows for the sharing of information and other resources across the enterprise. Distributed applications within this framework must be simple, flexible, and manageable.
Building a software reuse library in the distributed environment have until now remained a fine art among a few developers Internet Service Vendors and corporations. Most of the reuse systems were still built in stand-alone environments. Problems associated with distributed design are difficult. These problems have included resistance to network failures, inability to maintain persistence, numerous communication mechanisms and coordination models, and the inability to dynamically react to changed or unknown network states [LEO99].

Today developers of distributed software reuse libraries have had to resort to solutions that involve complex, multi-language, object-oriented, transaction-oriented software that is expensive and hard to maintain. Or, they have had to internally develop solutions that build code on top of bare metal such as TCP, and on top of a patchwork of middleware and other point technologies of messaging, protocols, object models, and more [RON94].

For a distributed software reuse strategy to be successful, there must be common communication interfaces and behaviour specifications between the libraries and objects within the network. To function effectively, and to allow an organization to take full advantage of true distributed library for software reuse, a distributed computing infrastructure must be designed around a central core. In today's market, the simplest means of establishing that central core, and of extending the distributed computing concept across an enterprise seamlessly and securely is Sun Microsystems' Java technology [SUN00]. The Java language and the Java virtual machine provide an unprecedented opportunity to solve age-old distributed application problems.
3.4. Java: an Example of Internet Object-Oriented Programming for Software Reuse

Java is an object-oriented language for Internet applications developed by Sun Microsystems [SUN00]. Its distinguished features can be summarized as simple, object-oriented, distributed, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture neutral, portable, high-performance, multithreaded, and dynamic language.

Java makes it possible to write component software in the Java programming language. Components are self-contained, reusable software units that can be visually composite components, applets, applications, and serverlets using visual application builder tools. Software reuse in Java across three dimensions.

- Reuse Across Projects

Reuse across projects means that application source code, objects, or components from one project can be productively leveraged in the next [JOE00]. Java is taking this a step farther by not only empower reuse across projects within firms, but also support reuse across projects at different companies by establishing collaborative repositories of reusable Java components that member companies agree to share.

- Reuse Across Tools

Reuse across tools highlights the ability of Java development tools of modifying, combining, or rewriting Java applications created with any other Java tools.

- Reuse Across Architectural Layers

Reuse across architectural layers points to the ability to move application modules or business logic from one layer of an enterprise application to another [ROY95]. Java's
portability makes this dramatically easier for platform independence. Migrating Java components across architectural layers is being made far easier by the adoption of Java in products such as Oracle and Unify Modelling Language (UML).

3.5. Critical Technologies for Library Operations

Technologies that support reuse are the tools used to develop, find, understand, improve, integrate, and test reusable components. Research on more friendly and effective reuse systems is ongoing. A considerable number of tools and mechanisms for supporting reuse activities in software development have been proposed. They provide assistance either to application developers for retrieving, understanding, customising and composing components in a software library, or to library managers to create, organize and reorganize reusable development information in the software library [WEI94, URBAN96, WEI92].

The subsections that follow describe the current status of the critical technologies and the necessary improvements to them for widespread adoption of mature software reuse practices.

3.5.1. Retrieval Methodology Based on Natural Language Specification

Most software retrieval systems usually retrieve a set of reusable candidates ranked by similarity with user requirements. However, users don't want to invest a great effort in selecting a component. So, in most cases, the list of retrieved candidates is not completely analyzed even if the highly ranked components are discarded. The user assumes that the best-suited components are the ones on the top of the list of candidates (e.g. the first to the third). Thus, to select a component from the list, the user examines
only the associated information for those first components. If none of them satisfies his requirements, maybe he will try to refine or rewrite the original query but, in most cases he will abandon the search. Therefore, retrieval systems should exhibit more precision in their answers, by discarding some obviously unwanted components from the set of candidates and by retrieving only the ones that satisfy more precisely the requirements of the user.

Most software retrieval systems retrieve components through a set of keywords provided by a user employing either a controlled or a free vocabulary. These systems are simple and effective for experienced users. The effectiveness breaks down for users not familiar with the proper terminology. Such users may not know a proper keyword, and therefore may use a synonym, a related term, or a more general or specialised term. In such cases, keyword-based systems fail because they don't provide an answer or they retrieve a great number of irrelevant software components.

The current survey also shows that most of the interviewed users prefer natural language interfaces to retrieval systems than keyword-based interfaces. It seems more friendly for a user to say, "I want to get a component that can do calculation operation." than to think in proper keywords, corresponding classification schemes and boolean combinations of keywords. This is yet more critical for users not familiar with common terminology or even worse with keywords systems based on a controlled vocabulary.

Queries in natural language allow for improving the precision of retrieval systems. Precision can be improved by allowing queries and indexing software components with multiple words or phrases extracted from the natural language descriptions. In a
particular domain, software libraries operate with a great number of common concepts (e.g. file in UNIX system) and retrieval through single words reduces the precision of the system by retrieving a great number of components that are mostly irrelevant to the final requirements of the user [GIR93]. To achieve high precision is more crucial in software domains than in typical domains of information retrieval systems. In software retrieval systems the main purpose is not to retrieve all the material in which a particular pattern exists but rather those that best fit the desired functionality.

Natural language processing techniques have been applied in information retrieval systems mainly at the lexical, syntactic and semantic level [GIR93]. Some improvements on retrieval effectiveness have been obtained with multi-keyword systems, using statistical methods to index documents based on the multiple occurrence of keywords in a text. These improvements are not enough and current research [PRI90] recognizes that some form of natural language processing should be necessary to increase the effectiveness in text retrieval and other text processing operations. Thus, most recent information retrieval systems incorporate natural language processing techniques and this experience seems to be useful for the design of software retrieval systems.

3.5.2. Lexical Analysis and Parsing

When insert reuse assets, such as classes, to a software reuse library, one of the more common things we will be required to produce is lexical analyzer and parser. They range from simple to complex and are used for everything from looking at command-line options to interpreting source asset.
The purpose of lexical analyzers is to take a stream of input characters and decode them into higher level tokens that a parser can understand. Parsers consume the output of the lexical analyzer and operate by analyzing the sequence of tokens returned. The parser matches these sequences to an end state, which may be one of possibly many end states [MCM00]. The end states define the goals of the parser. When an end state is reached, the program using the parser does some action -- either setting up data structures or executing some action-specific code. Additionally, parsers can detect -- from the sequence of tokens that have been processed -- when no legal end state can be reached; at that point the parser identifies the current state as an error state. It is up to the application to decide what action to take when the parser identifies either an end state or an error state.

The lexical analyzer and parser actually perform their processing in three phases [MCM00]: parse the source code to determine definitions and references, resolve references in the contents of the symbol table and generate the cross-reference report. In more detail:

1. **Determine Definitions and Note References**

The first phase of the cross-reference tool goes through all the source code in the specified directories (and their subdirectories.) The lexical analyzer and parser collects information on the following constructs:

- Package Definitions
- Class Definitions
- Interface Definitions
• Method Definitions
• References to other symbols

For each of the above definitions found, a new symbol is created. This symbol may reference other symbols such as a superclass that is being extended as part of a class definition. During the first pass, these references might not yet be available; they could be defined later in the same source file or in another file that has yet to be parsed. Because of this, any references to superclasses, implemented interfaces, return types for methods and parameter types are stored as placeholders by their names only [SCOTT00]. These placeholders are held in an instance of the DummyClass class [SCOTT00]. These will also be resolved during phase two.

2. Resolve Definition References

After the source-code parse, we have a symbol table that lists all constructs defined in the source files. Each of these definitions may reference other definitions (for superclasses, variable types and so on). This second phase will walk through all definitions in the symbol table and resolve those references.

At the conclusion of this pass, the symbol table contains all symbols defined in the parsed source files and proper resolutions to defined symbols. The next step is to find references to the defined symbols.

3. Report Generation

This final phase looks at the data contained in the symbol table and generates a cross-reference report.
3.5.3. Application Generator

Application development is a complicated process. Developing and describing the standards and methodology to be used in application development are even more complicated. Because the business needs of today force us to develop applications rapidly and to maintain them with limited resources, common standards must be enforced, code reuse must become a daily activity, and productive tools must be implemented to accelerate the application development process [PAT99].

The application generator provides the functionality to assist in the population of the reuse base with generic code components and all the additional information (e.g. natural language descriptions) required describing and reusing the components. This approach reduces the need for an organization to write its own data capture, transformation and load programs. Meanwhile, automatic application generation is a way to ensure consistency between design and implementation stages of the software life cycle.

But how to design reusable software (from scratch or from existing components) is not an easy task. Good knowledge of the application domain and past experience in the development of applications in the domain are required. Existing components must be properly qualified according to their reusable attributes before their redesign and inclusion in the library base [CAL91, GIR92]. Reuse guidelines are identified and attached to the components in the library base in order to suggest typical uses of the component and design guidelines to adapt them to a new context.

Generic code components will be created from scratch or by an abstraction process from specific ones. Learning by analogy from past development experience and reverse
engineering are proposed techniques to deal with this abstraction process [CAL91]. In the techniques for learning by analogy, the idea is to transform solutions of past problems into potential plans to solve new generated problems [MIC86]. Reverse Engineering techniques may provide heuristics to abstract generic specifications from existing software at a particular specification level, and from the implementation level to the design level to the requirements specification level [CHI90]. Some measures of the level of reusability of the specifications extracted from existing applications will be done before their inclusion in the software library. Common functionality, ease of modification, correctness, readability and other attributes of reusability may be measured by applying a set of metrics and models [CAL91].

There are many different kinds of application generators today:

- Stack based application generator: Generate code from source language to target language using stack variable memory.
- Accumulator based application generator: Use an accumulator to compute values. The accumulator holds one of the operands of a computation, the other being given as a parameter of an instruction. The result is placed into the accumulator.
- Rule based application generator: Allowing the integration of legacy or use-specification rule. It potentially is for supporting any language code and any architecture.
- Web based application generator: Generate application in the distributed environment including Internet.
- Pattern based application generator: Approach to generate domain specific application code using patterns.
• Form based application generator: The easy-to-use visual design interface versatile application generator.

3.5.4. Security of Software Reuse Library

As the things of other distributed software agent, a major consideration of Internet implementation of software reuse library concerns security problem.

Most library web servers include a login screen, which indicates that all activity is monitored and that anyone who doesn’t like this should logout. Many web servers even don’t include any such warning. Intangible Assets Manufacturing stated in its own web policy document [LEO99] that, “most Web servers log all accesses. In theory, we could compile a lot of information about you this way, and some web servers probably do. Heck, they may even sell that information to other companies.”

There are several reuse systems, such as the Andrew File System (AFS) [LEO99], Access Control Lists (ACLs) and standard UNIX file permissions, allow reuse system to grant and deny access to the host environment. System may actually authorize users through the use of subnet masks based on Internet Protocol (IP) address; this allows the acceptable level of access control to users.

3.6. Our Approach

Distributed library-based reuse is that area of software engineering that enables developers of software to use already existing, off-the-shelf, components, instead of having to “re-invent the wheel” at the start of every new development project [JOE00]. Distributed library-based reuse model provides the means to integrate the data and logic
of multiple information systems into a coherent data management infrastructure [GEP00].
It constitutes a powerful, innovative model for generalized distributed computing. In particular, it is very attractive because it adds object capabilities with distributed computing context that already offer a number of other valuable advanced features [GEP00].

Although the basic concept of reusability is well understood, the software community is still debating on the proper definition of a standard for software reuse. Questions such as which products of the software life-cycle should be reused, how to organize reuse components, and how to make objects (classes) more reusable in the general network and how can distributed objects be mixed and matched to form complete systems are still being asked. Faced to these issues, we try to present a distributed library-based reuse model (CodeNet) for creating, updating and querying a class-based library and generating the specific applications in the distributed environment while considering the viability and applicability of reuse fully.

4.1. System Overview

In order to ensure that a model is of practical utility, it is necessary to construct an implementation of it designed to test various aspects of that model. To this end, a prototype system -- CodeNet -- presented in this chapter was created, designed and then implemented.

CodeNet shall provide two kinds of major services: server side service and client side service. In the server side, the users, who should be skilled programmers and experts, can perform operations such as insert, update, delete and query classes and functions (reuse assets) of various object-oriented languages with the library. In this side, we try to provide a lexical analyzer to verify the user's input content (classes and functions). Meanwhile, a dynamic index of classes and functions in the library and a user-friendly GUI will be provided for convenient use of various operations.

In the client side, through the general network, the end-users can design and program the object-oriented applications (such as C++, Java) by this model in accordance with their requirements. What they need to do, for example, input several simple arguments of the application classes, and then this system will generate the suitable object-oriented applications. Actually the end-users don't even require understanding the detailed structure of classes in the library.
4.2. The Selection of Appropriate Implementation Tools

The selection of a suitable run-time environment and software tools to implement CodeNet was not an easy process. Since the CodeNet is a distributed object-based software reuse model, object-oriented and distributed technology should be selected to do precisely that. This meant that the CodeNet implementation would be written as computer software. In the end, four major technologies: UML, Java, CORBA as well as Oracle were used to design and implement the concepts presented in this thesis.

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a language for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of software systems, as well as for business modelling and other non-software systems [UML97]. It is one of the best choices for building distributed object-oriented and reuse-based systems. The UML represents a collection of best engineering practices that have proven successful in the modelling of large and complex systems. The primary goals in the design by UML were as follow:

- Provide a ready-to-use, expressive visual modelling language in order to develop and exchange meaningful models.
- Provide extensibility and specialization mechanisms to extend the core concepts.
- Be independent of particular programming languages and development processes.
- Provide a formal basis for understanding the modelling language.
- Encourage the growth of the OO tools market.
- Support higher-level development concepts such as collaborations, frameworks, patterns, and components [UML97].
- Integrate best practices [UML97].
Java, as a language and platform, has a number of desirable features that would serve to facilitate an implementation of the CodeNet to prefer it over other general purpose programming languages such as C++, C, Smalltalk etc. and their environment. As mentioned in section 3.4, some of Java features like: (i) its compiled form can be executed on virtually any existing computer; (ii) it is able to interoperate with web browsers within a secure, easy to download environment for the user, and (iii) it is object-oriented, support concrete and abstract classes, multiple inheritance of interfaces, and class serialisation. These make Java satisfy code reuse in each platform and perform tasks such as network socket I/O and concurrency.

OMG’s Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), is increasingly accepted as a standard, cross-platform, cross-language distributed object computing framework. CORBA allows clients to invoke operations on distributed objects without concern for object location, programming language, OS platform, communication protocols and interconnects, or hardware. The CORBA object model provides a standard middleware framework that enables CORBA objects to interoperate with each other. CORBA defines a software bus that allows clients to invoke operations on objects that can reside locally or remotely [CORBA99]. Moreover, to provide higher-level reusable components, the OMG also specifies a set of CORBA Object Services that define the standard interfaces to access common services, such as naming, trading, and event notification. By using CORBA and its Object Services, programmers can integrate and assemble large, complex distributed applications and systems by using features and services from different
providers. Thus, CORBA was selected as one of the major implementation techniques for CodeNet.

Oracle is the world’s most popular database for Internet computing. Oracle 8 has brought the relational database world into the distributed object area [ORACLE99]. The new features of the product make it possible to combine the newer distributed object-oriented structures with the traditional relational constructs. With Oracle 8, building and maintaining systems will be faster, more easily and for lower cost. Meanwhile, Oracle 8 includes significant enhancement to keep pace with the technological requirements of demanding Internet applications. Through integrated Java Virtual Machine, Oracle 8 has improved performance to support for Java2, and allow applications to efficiently implement and manage robust security policies [ORACLE99].

4.3. Features of CodeNet

CodeNet contains many features to help developers to build object-oriented applications in the general network.

1. User-friendly GUI design

In CodeNet, the newest JFC API (Java2: Java Swing) was used for the GUI design.

- Integrated with the JSplitPane and JTabbedPane, the interface frame looks more concise and flexible. The end-users can highlight one part of the whole interface to input data or do operation. This kind of design offers a visual and comfortable operation platform to users.

- Provides dynamic “Class View” updating through the JTree and JList. When the server side users insert or delete a component with the “class” library, the updating
effect will be displayed in the interface at once. This kind of design will avoid the
unnecessary operation mistake and make the model more real-time.

- Dynamic button action, which was designed through the status flags, will make the
  operations more vivid and precise. That is, one button can execute the different
  actions in accordant with its dynamic label content.

2. Stored procedure and package

A set of related classes, procedures, functions, and variables are bundled together into a
package. This approach modularizes the whole system, the benefit is, it simplifies the
system architecture and reduces the development time and cost largely.

In the server side, because the reuse components (classes) in the library have various
representative patterns, the information of a complete component is divided into the
following segments: (i) key word part; (ii) import part; (iii) class head part; (iv) variable
part; (v) constructor part and (vi) function part. The constructor and function part also
consist of the three sub-parts: (i) head part; (ii) variable part; (iii) content part. Vector
technology was selected by this model to store the component information. Information
of each part would be stored into the different vectors. Through the CORBA and Java
Socket, these vectors will be delivered to the library and composed the complete
components for inserting into the library. The advantage of vector is that all kinds of
components may be stored and accessed flexibly without considering the limitation of
their amount and patterns. This point is exactly the deficit of the previous reuse system.
To combine GUI with information store process fully, GUI must provide the
corresponding scheme for browsing, searching and modifying all items of components.
For example, add four buttons to manage the first, last, previous and next item of each component.

3. Error handling and warning box

Since components of the library will be reused by the client users. The component information must pass the lexical analyze before being inserted into the library. In all interfaces, the user-input and user-selected data will be validated against by some rules, such as a class constructor can’t have “return type”, variable name can’t be the same etc. On the other side, the run-time error will be warned through the warning box such as server shut down, password isn’t correct etc. Moreover, in CodeNet, an automatic message box, which can open and close automatically, was implemented to prompt the users about the information, warnings and error messages.

4. Flexible search engine by the natural language

In the client side, a flexible search engine that was designed by Java Applet and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) will handle whatever the end-users input by the natural language, and then find the key words of the sentences through checking the grammar and vocabulary. The components that fit for the search requirements will be attained from the remote library server and display in the client-side interface. This kind of design will be suitable for all sorts of users, especially the users who don’t have any computer experience. It makes great advances in the reuse area. Most of the old reuse systems just aimed at the users like programmers or developers, not the general users.

5. Faster and more efficient generate various object-oriented applications
In the client side, a powerful application generator is available. It can be used to generate source code about various object-oriented languages (Java, C++ etc.), based on the parameters input by the users. The users don’t even require understanding the detailed structure of components in the library. In addition, the generated application can be made up with multi-components of the library. Furthermore, the application generator reserves the program space for the end-users, that is, allowed to add the new program content as users prefer.

6. Multi-thread and distributed control

CodeNet provides a robust environment for reusing remote library components. It automatically handles all communication among clients, servers, and middle tiers, and allows user to quickly and reliably deliver information to web browsers, laptops, servers, and workstations. Also it supported multi-thread real time operations, which permits multiple users to access the library server concurrently.

4.4. System Design and Implementation

The general purpose of our research is to contribute with concrete solutions to controlling software development by turning easier the practice of software reuse. Particularly, the system must be cost-effective, precise in its answers and domain-independent (i.e. independent of the application domain of the software libraries).
This system design and implementation process strictly obeyed the principle of software engineering, comprised with five phases: (1) requirement analysis and specification; (2) system and software design; (3) implementation and unit testing; (4) validation, integration and system testing and (5) delivery and maintenance.

Following sections will highlight the important stages and documents of this system.

4.4.1. System Structure

The architecture of the prototype system is shown in Figure 1. This system composed of three main sub-systems:

- The middle part of this model is the library server. It consists of a library server, a user register module, a class library and a retrieval module. It is the system kernel. Most operations and actions will be invoked and controlled here.

- The left part of this model was designed for the client-side users. Users can access the library server after the network security check. Through the application generator, users may attain the application source code, as they prefer.

- The right side of this model was designed for the server-side users who usually are computer experts. The special privilege will be given to the server-side users for accessing the library server. They allow to perform the operations such as insert, update and delete, which the client-side users weren’t permitted to do. A lexical analyzer was offered to verify user-input and user-selected data and compose those data to components for storing into the remote library.
4.4.2. System Modules

Based on the system architecture, the following nine important modules should be created, designed and integrated into a complete model:

1. Server Interface:

Controls the whole process in the server side. It includes:

- main interface: connects to the different interfaces through four major buttons -- user register; enter system; help and exit.

- user registration form interface: provides the server-side users a way to input their individual information.

- system server-side console: according to the language types, consists of the different tabs such as Java tab, C++ tab. Four parts were designed in each tab: (1) dynamic list of class (component in the library) names; (2) dynamic class index tree includes class names and function names; (3) panel for inputting the class information and displaying the query result, consists of key word part, import part, class head part, variable part, constructor and function part. It is the core of the server-side interface; (4) control panel, by means of invoking the buttons (insert, delete, query class, query function, modify, restore, help and return buttons) to control the operations of the server side.

- help frame: provides help information and user manual.
2. Client Interface:

Controls the whole process -- search the suitable classes and generate applications for the Internet end-users -- in the client side. It includes:

- search engine: is divided into two sub parts, (1) information part, lets the client-side user input the generated class name, language type and the search standard; (2) control part with buttons -- view all (view all classes in the library), search (query library by the search standard) and clear.

- class index: is divided into two sub parts, (1) information part shows query result about class names and function names by a dynamic tree style; (2) control part with buttons -- submit (to pop up the parameter window) and generate application (to pop up the application window).

- parameter window: based on classes and functions selected by the client-side user, provides the different size frames to input the class parameters.

- application window: displays the generated application source code.

3. User Registration Module:

Provides registration form of the server-side user. Users don't allow to use this system without registration. The registration information includes name, password, address, phone and experience in the computer area. System administrator will give each server-side user a different privilege to access this system. It is an important security part in the model. The server-side users can only access the system through their password.
4. “Class” Library Database:

In order to promote the automatic retrieval, a reuse class library was constructed by both
the intra-library relation and inter-library relation.

Every component (class) in the library is handled as an object. All data of a class is
treated as a whole one. They connected each other through the identifier. System will
generate the identifiers automatically for each component when the server-side users
insert it to the library. Besides, a user information table, a language table and a key word
table were created for storing the corresponding information.

5. Lexical Analyzer and Error Handling Module:

Perform the grammar and validation check. In this system, a simple lexical analyzer was
designed and implemented. It provides a way handle some simple program lexical
analysis according to some object-oriented language rules. The work is still in its
preliminary stages and will be continued to develop in the future work.

6. Retrieval Module:

A robust library search engine looks for the most relevant and desired components for
reuse, based on the statements of the natural language. The retrieval algorithm is based on
the detection of similarities between the user query and software components in the
knowledge base.

Figure 2 shows structure of the retrieval system. A lexical, syntactic and semantic
analysis will be performed on the query to translate it into a frame-like internal
representation. The translation process uses lexical and semantic information in a
thesaurus and a semantic grammar with constraints. By this means, the Internet users can get the candidate components easily and they even needn’t know the library structure.

![Diagram: Structure of the Retrieval System]

*Figure 2: Structure of the Retrieval System*

7. Application Generator:

Provides assistance to generate the source code based with generic code components and all the additional information (e.g. language type and class name). What the client users need to do for application generation is just to input several essential parameters, which must be used in the generated application.

In order to generate the multi-component based application, many sets of component information need to be extracted and stored before combining and forming the
application code. The vector technology was employed again for this purpose. After that, all items in these vectors will be united to form the compilable application in accordant with the definite sequence and the object-oriented language rule.

8. Naming Service:
Serves as a directory for CORBA objects in the system. With naming services, either client or server components on the object bus to bind and resolve other components on the object bus by a user definable name. The naming services allow to associate a URL with an object. Once the URL is associated with the object, any client of the web server can access the object reference through the URL. It is a critical module for the distributed system design and implementation.

9. Protocol between Client and Server:
Provides the communication protocol when transferring data package between client-side user interfaces and the library server. The protocols consist of the following data operation process:

- View all components in the library.
  
  Input: “View All” → Output: all component names and function names

- Query by the natural language.
  
  Input: “Search” & the search standard defined by the natural language → Output: key words of search standard & query result: candidates of components.

- Submit and get parameter form.
  
  Input: “Submit” & selected class names and/or function names → Output: class and/or function parameter type and amount.
• Submit the filled parameter form.
  
  Input: parameter values → Output: “OK”.

• Generate application.

  Input: “Generate Application” & application class name & language type → Output: application source code.

4.4.3. Use Case, Class Diagram and Sequence Diagram

As the most important phase of software engineering -- design and specification, UML (Unified Modelling Language) was selected to specify system actor behaviour (use case), system class architecture(class diagram) and internal module design(sequence diagram).

Figure 3 shows the behaviour case of each actor in the system. Figure 4 describes each event (function) of the system with design-oriented view. Figure 5 shows the static relationship between classes and what objects and links the system may have at the any time. Figure 6-11 shows actions and interactions, events and messages involved among the objects, actions include process of insert, modify, delete, server-side query, client-side query and user registration.
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Figure 7: Server-Side Query Class Diagram
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Figure 10: Delete Class Diagram
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Figure 11: Client-Side Query Class Diagram
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InputQueryStandard() → InputQueryStandard() → GetKeyword() → QueryClassRecord() → CheckRecord() → QueryClassRecord() → GetRecord()

SendRecordParameters() → SendParameterInfo() → GeneratedCode() → ConvertToString()

DisplayResult()
4.5. Design Proof and System Testing

CodeNet was developed from a variety of design documents. The documents include the Design Scenario, the Software Requirements Document, and the Design Specification Document. During these activities, system requirements are iteratively defined and recorded as design decisions and implementation descriptions. These include proof of traceability between system requirements and the hardware and software configuration items comprising the design. The levels of system-wide design, system architectural design and detailed design were also documented to provide the CodeNet reasonable design, design refinements, and task implementation.

4.5.1. Design Proof

The following section will analyze and prove the reliability of system design from the eight aspects:

1. Growth capability. CodeNet has the strong growth capability to deal with the different object-oriented language classes, network environments and multiple clients/servers model. But it is a great challenge to expand its library to store components of the other languages (such as functional languages) and fields (such as mathematics).

2. Interoperability requirements. It is an innovation for CodeNet to combine various technologies and co-ordinate them actions well. Moreover, a set of protocols was built for better communication between the client side and the server side by means of CORBA and Java Socket.
3. Portable capability. CodeNet can transplant between heterogeneous platforms because the communication middleware is CORBA and the implementing language is Java. Moreover, it is convenient for end-users to get the required application code without understanding the detailed structure of classes in the library.

4. Safety, security and privacy issues. A user registration module was build for security consideration. Also, the system was programmed by Java language, which enable to interoperate with web browsers within a secure, easy to download environment for the end-users. However, the security problem of Internet communication between Internet users and software reuse library still needs to be paid attention.

5. Stabilization capability. We considered carefully stabilization issues in the system design stage. CodeNet can run normally and correctly if users perform various system operations according to the user manual. Furthermore, the most exceptions have been caught and system will give the warning information for the illegal operation and input. But some bugs and limitations still exist to affect the system stabilization in a low grade.

6. Identification of system module status. All of system modules can be run properly and co-operatively in the distributed environment. But lexical analyzer, application generator and natural language based search engine also need to be further improved to work perfectly.

7. Easiness to operate and understand. CodeNet is always evident to the user what can be done next and how to exit and not let the users do something stupid without warning them. But due to the time limitation, “help” documents weren’t completed fully.
8. All interfaces among system modules as well as external system interfaces. Appropriate interfaces were defined among the different system modules. CodeNet can work normally according to the user's requirements. Through utilization of various GUI design technologies such as dynamic index and dynamic button action, all interfaces among system components work perfectly and are convenient to be operated by end-users.

At a word, CodeNet is a potential and prospective product with a reasonable design and architecture. However, it is just situated in the prototype stage. There are also some limitations of the system model.

4.5.2. System Testing

Due to the limitation of time and resources, A brief theoretical testing analysis was presented to aim at its performance and limitations. The correct and reasonable operational behaviors of the system modules, classes, and methods were obtained during the unit testing and debugging in the implementation stage. Some demonstrations, which are described in the following, were performed to test the client and server connectivity and the various services of CodeNet in the distributed environment. The results showed the CodeNet had reasonable operational behaviors of both the client-side and the server-side.

1. Testing environment.

i) Single PC.
Windows 98, ORBacus, and Netscape 4.6 installed with Java 1.2.2 plug-in. *Note: TCP/IP in the single PC is 127.0.0.1*.

ii) HPC server (IP: 137.207.154.3: hpc.uwindsor.ca).

iii) HPC server and PC.

HPC server (IP: 137.207.154.3: hpc.uwindsor.ca).

PC (Windows 98, ORBacus, and Netscape 4.6 installed with Java 1.2.2 plug-in).

iv) UNIX workstations.

Two UNIX workstations with different IP address.

2. Testing content

System testing focused on the system function testing, which includes the following testing parts:

i) CodeNet services.

- Server-side services: register and log on the system, insert, modify, query, and delete the components.
- Client-side services: browse, query, and generate code.

ii) Different tiers' connectivity, which includes the client side, the server side and the class library.
3. Testing conclusion

Through the function testing, the various operations based on the client and server services were executed successfully, and the communication between the different tiers was performed normally.

4.5.3. Limitations

Based on the observations of the above system testing, some major premises and limitations of the CodeNet were reported in the following. The refinements of the CodeNet were presented the future work.

- When the system server shut down, the client-side user interface, a Java applet embedded in the HTML, still can be downloaded to the client user machine, but no notification was provided to the client-side user.

- The system server could not run without kill the previous processes after the former system server which has already shut down.

- The system could not insert the component with the same name of the already existing components and the component with more than one constructor.

- The limitation terms built in the lexical analyzer limited the query accuracy. Although the strategy was applied to assign the unknown terms to a noun category during the lexical analysis, the system could not tell whether it is a meaningful query input from the user.

- The classification scheme of the component and retrieval fully depended on the indexing sentences describing the component functions obtained during inserting the
component. The meaningless indexing input could not provide a correct classification enabling its later retrieval.

- Currently, the limitation of the code generator is that the code generator only generates the code to deal with single function call, could not deal with the interactive operations among the different functions. The work leaves to the re-user.

4.6. Demonstration and Execution

For reasons of development time and code complexity, the emphasis of system implementation is the whole system structure and major functions. How to use and execute CodeNet and a variety of screen captures of the demonstration programs will be discussed in the next paragraphs.

Currently, CodeNet was installed and tested on the three kinds of platforms, Windows 98/NT, Linux and Unix.

*Figure 12* shows in the Windows98/NT environment, three program packages for running CodeNet: (1) “CodeNet” that is used to run the server-side operations; (2) “zzSearch” that combines a search engine and an application generator in the client side; (3) “CodeServer” that is a server program package in the client side. To execute the operation of this system, you just need double-click the three icons.

![ZZProduct](image)

*Figure 12: Program Packages*
• The Server-Side Operations

After double clicking the “CodeNet” icon, system will execute three programs: (1) the naming service; (2) the library server in the server side and (3) the client interface in the server side.

A main interface will pop up as Figure 13. It consists of four buttons:

• User Register: If clicking this button, a frame will pop up for server-side user registration. Please refer to Figure 14. After user fills out this form and clicks “submit” button, his individual information will be delivered to the library server, and a system access privilege will be given to him. At the time, the server-side user can access the system operation console by his password and perform various operations with the library.

• Exit: Exit the System.

• About: Provide help and version information.

• Enter System: After clicking this button, an authorization information form will pop up (see Figure 15). By inputting the correct name and password, system operation console will pop up (see Figure 16 and 17). Otherwise, warning information box will occur.

In the system operation console, a frame is used as the interface to get the user’s information and display the feedback from the library server. Two tabs were designed for management of Java and C++ language components separately.
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The left upper portion (display panel) composes three panels. The list and tree are used to display the class and function names in the library. The empty text area is used to display the generated application code when user inserts a class into the library. Through the text area, user can know the corresponding source code with his input information.

The right upper portion (information panel) also contains two tabs (see Figure 16 and 17). One is class and variable part; the other is constructor and function part. This portion is used to accept the user's input information and display the query result from the remote library server.

The lower portion (control panel) of user interface composes eight buttons for the library operations.

- Insert: After clicking this button, at first, this button label will become to “Save(I)”. All text in the information panel will be cleared and wait user to input the class information. As soon as user inputs the class information in the information panel, the corresponding program code will be generated and displayed in the text area of the display panel. If user want to input multiple parameters or functions in the variable, constructor and function part, for operating the insert operation correctly, user must click the “save” button (marked with a disk) after finishing inputting each parameter. Meanwhile, when user finishes inputting each part of the information panel, he must click the “finish” button (marked with “pass”). Otherwise, system will remind user to do these with a message box. The direction arrow buttons (First, Last, Pervious, Next) are used to browse all information sequentially. When finishing a whole class input, click “Save(I)” and all information will be delivered to the remote library.
server. After that, system will tell "insert success", and the new class and function names will be added to the list and tree in the display panel dynamically.

- Query Class: User must select a class name from the list in the display panel before clicking this button. Otherwise, system will remind by a warning box. After this, the class and constructor information (not include function information) will be displayed in the information panel. Similarly, The direction arrow buttons were used to browse all query results sequentially.

- Query Function: Similar to the "Query Class" except that user must select a function name from the tree indices. After that, the function information will be got from the remote library server and displayed at the information panel.

- Modify: This button can be invoked only after user completed the "Query Class" or "Query Function" operation. After clicking "Modify", at first, this button label will become to "Save(M)". Then user can modify all class or function information through selecting the item by the direction buttons. When finishing modifying, click "Save(M)" and all updated information will be delivered to the remote library server.

- Delete: Delete the class or function information in the remote library after selecting the class or function name from the display panel. After that, system will tell "delete success", and the new class and function names can be deleted to the list and tree in the display panel dynamically.

- Restore: Restore to the original status of the server-side interface.

- Help: Display help information.

- Cancel: Return to main interface.
Figure 13: Server Side Main Interface
Figure 14: User Registration Form

Figure 15: Authorization Form
• The Client-Side Operations

To run the client-side operations, first of all, double click the “CodeServer” icon, system will start the library server program of the client-side. Secondly, double click the “zzSearch” icon, system will execute the client applet (see Figure 17) in the Netscape.

The client applet is further divided into two parts. The left part is the “search engine” part that is used to collect user’s input and query by the natural language. The right part is the “class index” part whose objective is to provide the information for application generator.

In the “search engine” part, the first two text fields accept language type and class name of the generated application. The third text field accepts the search standard with the natural language. There were three buttons in the control panel.

• View all: After clicking this button, all class and function names will be got from the remote library server and displayed in the “class index” part with the dynamic tree pattern.

• Search: According to the user search standard, and deal with by the search engine described as before, the query results will be got from the remote library server and displayed in the “class index” part by a dynamic tree pattern. Meanwhile, the key words of the search standard will be displayed under the query standard text field.

• Clear: Clear the content of text fields and wait for user’s input again.

In the “class index” part, the display part is a dynamic tree that is used to show the feedback from the remote library server. The control panel includes two buttons:
• Submit: Before clicking this button, user must select class and/or function names from the index tree. Otherwise, a warning box will pop up to remind user. There are three situations after user clicks the “submit” button: (1) if user selects a class name, a constructor parameter window will pop up as Figure 18; (2) if user selects a function name after finishing inputting the constructor parameters, a function parameter window will pop up as Figure 19; (3) if user selects a function name without inputting the constructor parameters, a constructor parameter window will pop up at first, and when finishing inputting the constructor parameters (see Figure 18) and clicking the “Next” button, a function parameter window (see Figure 19) will pop up for user’s input. If user want to cancel this action, he can click the “Back” button and return to the applet interface.

• Generate Application: After finishing inputting the parameters, this button can be invoked. After clicking this button, an application generation frame (see Figure 20) will pop up. The application source code generated by user’s requirements will be displayed in the frame.
Figure 18: Client Side Main Interface

Figure 19: Constructor Parameter Input Frame
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Figure 20: Function Parameter Input Frame

Application MCAL.java (May 23, 2000)

-- Use Copy (Ctrl+C) X Paste (Ctrl+V) to save the result

import java.util.*;

public class MCAL {

public Draw extends Applet implements ActionListener {

public float op1;
public float op2;
public float op3;
public float op4;

public Draw(float w, float x, float y, float z) {
    op1 = w;
    op2 = x;
    op3 = y;
    op4 = z;
}

public void drawLine(float x1, float y1, float x2, float y2) {
    Graphics g = new Graphics();
    g.drawLine(x1, y1, x2, y2);
}

Figure 21: Application Generation Frame
To run CodeNet in the Linux and Unix environment, open the three terminals and input the following commands in the appropriate directory of each terminal:

```
Java com.ooc.CosNaming.Server -ORBconfig orb.cfg
Java ServerCLABserver -ORBconfig orb.cfg
Java WebServer.WebServer
```

*Note:* orb.cfg is an ORB configuration file to specify the IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) address of CORBA services.

```
# ORB configuration file
ooc.service.NameService = iiop:loc://hpc.uwindsor.ca:7721/NameService
```

To open the server interface, just input `java CodeNet_SC -ORBconfig orb.cfg` in the appropriate directory of a new terminal or a machine installed the CodeNet, then the server interface shown in the Figure13 will pop up. To open the client interface, just input the URL address through the Web browser to open the CodeNet web page across the Internet.
CHAPTER 5. Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

5.1. Evaluation of CodeNet

In this thesis, a prototype system was designed and developed in Java language and the feasibility of the distributed library-base software reuse model was investigated by tentative system quality testing. The system is user friendly, and allows users to insert, delete, update and browse the components through various technologies and tools in the server side. By allowing queries in natural language; precisely, by constructing the indexing units of software components with lexical, syntactic and semantic information extracted from the descriptions of software components; and combining a powerful application generator, this model can generate various object-oriented language applications in the general network.

Based on the work carried out in the thesis, a number of conclusions can be formed:

- Using CodeNet with its structure software library provide a better understanding of design and construct a distributed library-based software reuse model.

- CodeNet should be a platform-independent product which integrates lots of technologies such as object-oriented development (OOD), natural language process (NLP), lexical analyzer process (LAP), information retrieval system (IRS) and CORBA, Java database connectivity (JDBC).

- To some degree, the retrieval based on the natural language proposed here will make the reuse model domain-independent and cost-effective.
• The ideal automatic programming generator by retrieving formerly code components that could be used in the generation of the source code increases the translation power for software reuse.

• The system allows user to update library classes. It increases the amount of reuse assets largely and expands this reuse model to a wider field.

• The system is opened to the Internet by using Java language, broker interface and client/server module. All the users can access it from remote area by WWW.

5.2. The Future of Software Reuse

Software reuse has been developing bottom-up (starting with code modules, now expanding to designs and requirements, and architectures in domain analysis), which is consistent with how all engineering disciplines have developed. More mature engineering disciplines are indicators of how reuse will evolve in software engineering. Of course, in software engineering this information will likely be on-line in the form of encyclopaedias/repositories with hypertext links and graphical user interfaces, perhaps as a web-based repository on the Internet. It should eventually include domain models, architectures, patterns, rules, mechanisms, generators, standard domain requirements, designs, code, and tests for widely used domains, as well as process elements and models, results of experiments, case studies, and metrics [GIR93]. This information will gradually become more formalized. An interim step in this transfer of technology may be to set up one or more clearinghouses that collect and provide this information.

For this to happen, the following important technologies will need to mature to support software reuse at a later time:
• Configuration Tracking [DOD95]

• Validation

• Product Modelling

• Architecture Implementation

• Application Instantiation

Configuration tracking is a combination of sub-technologies that range from being fairly mature to progressing reasonably well (distributed systems) to being quite immature (identity and conceptual closeness of adapted assets, determination of when adaptation creates a new asset) [DOD95]. The next item, validation that is very important for software reuse, has been the object of research and development for some time, but has experienced difficulty in reaching maturity. The last three items are the kernel technologies of software reuse, which reflects their dependency on other technologies. To a great extent, they consist of their enabling technologies, and it is believed that their maturity will advance as their enabling technologies mature.

5.3. Future Work

Future work includes the integration of this reuse system in the IDEAL environment and the population of the knowledge base with knowledge and software components. This will allow us to evaluate the effectiveness and experiment with the retrieval system in a real environment.

Furthermore, transferring CodeNet to multiple clients/servers model, the improvement of the lexical analyzer and the complement of application generator are responsible for making and testing. Meanwhile, some more complex situations (e.g. a variety of
relationships among library components) and more language kinds should be considered and extended eventually. Concrete applications will be developed by using the distributed environment in order to measure the expected reductions in cost and development time through software reuse.
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APPENDIX:  CodeNet Source Code Definition

This appendix contains the CORBA IDL and configures classes, the Java packages and classes for the CodeNet Source code. The names of the packages and Java classes are appeared in italic.

1. CORBA IDL: zz.idl

This file contains the IDL interfaces of the CodeNet.

module CodeNet{

    // user register
    boolean userRegister(in string name,
                            in string pass,in string email,in string phone,
                            in string address,in string exprience);

    // user login
    boolean userLogin(in string userName, in string password);

    // modelling the components
    typedef string classFeature;
    typedef string package;

    // import list
    typedef string import;
    typedef sequence<import> import_list;

    // class head
    struct ClassHead{
        string parent;
        string attribute;
        string name;
    };

    // implement part
    typedef string implement;
    typedef sequence<implement> implement_list;
// variable list
struct variable{
    string attribute;
    string name;
};
typedef sequence<variable> variable_list;

// constructor part
struct constructor_para{
    string attribute;
    string name;
};
typedef sequence< constructor_para > constructor_para_list;

struct constructor{
    string attribute;
    string name;
    constructor_para_list para;
    string body;
};

// function functionalities and function part
struct fun_para{
    string attribute;
    string name;
};
typedef sequence< fun_para > fun_para_list;

struct function{
    string function;
    string attribute;
    string name;
    fun_para_list para;
    string body;
};
typedef sequence< function > function_list;

// insert the components
boolean insert(in long lanID, in string classFeature, in string classPackage, in import_list import, in Class_Head head, in implement_list implement, in variable_list variables, in constructor con, in function_list fun);

// get class indices
typedef string class_fun;
typedef sequence<class_fun> class_funList;
class_funList getIndex (in long userID, in long lanID);
// delete the component
boolean delete(in string className, in string funName);

// query function
typedef string function;
typedef sequence<function> funList;
funList getFun( in long lanID, in string className, in string funName);

// query class
typedef string className;
typedef sequence<className> classList;
classList getClassDB(in long lanID, in string className);

// modify function
boolean modifyFun (in function, in long lanID);

// modify class
boolean modifyClass (in long lanID, in string classFeature, in string classPackage,
in import_list import, in Class_Head head, in implement_list implement, in variable_list variables, in
constructor con, in function_list fun);

// retrieval, browse, and generator
void getRetriaval ( in string text);
typedef string index;
typedef sequence<index> index_list;
index_list query ( in long lanID);
index_list browse (in long lanID);

void specify (in string name);
string generation ();

});

2. ORB configuration File: orb.cfg

# ORB configuration file

ooc.service.NameService=iioploc://hpc.uwindsor.ca:7721/NameService

ooc.service.EventService=iioploc://hpc.uwindsor.ca:7720/DefaultEventChannel
3. **CodeNet Server main program: CODENET_SC.java**

This is the CodeNet server-side user interface. Run this class, can open the server-side main user interface.

4. **Package: ServerREG**

This package contains classes that deal with the user register and log in to the CodeNet.

4.1. **Classes**

- This is the GUI definition of the server user main interface.

  **ServerGUI**

- These classes are defined in hierarchy to define the GUI of the server user register

  **ServerUserReg**
  
  **TopPanel**
  
  **CenterPanel**
  
  **ButtonPanel**

- These classes are defined to perform the new user-registering request and connect to the system server of the DORLM.

  **RegUser**
  
  **CorbaProcess**

5. **Package: ServerCLA**

This package contains classes that have the major functions of the CodeNet. The functions include implementation of the IDL, getting the indices, inserting the component, querying the class, querying the method, modifying the class, modifying the method, deleting the class, and deleting the method.
5.1 Classes

- These classes are defined to implement the `zz.idl` interface to serve as the system server.

  \[Server_impl\]
  \[Connect_DB\]
  \[Insert_User\]
  \[Login\]

- This class is defined to bind the system server.

  \[BindingServer\]

- This class is defined to deal with the user register and login to the CodeNet in the system server side.

  \[ServerPass\]

- These classes are defined to deal with the partial natural language process of translating the component classification sentences and the user query sentence to a frame-based internal representation, the component index storage, and the synonyms operation.

  \[GetLexicon\]
  \[GetTerm\]
  \[Parse\]
  \[GetSyn\]

- These classes are defined to build various graphic user interfaces for the server-side user.

  \[SCClass\]
  \[SclientClass\]
  \[SCInput\]
  \[SCList\]
  \[SplitPaneDemo\]
  \[SCCTree\]
  \[SCControl\]
  \[DialogWindow\]
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DialogWindow2
App_Err_Window

- These classes are defined to perform various operations for the server-side user.

InsertClass
BuildTotalData
LexicalAnalysis
DeleteClass
GetListInit
GetUserID
ModifyFun
ModifyCla
QueryClass
QueryFun
WriteIDClass

6. Package: WebServer

This package contains classes that have the major functions of the web server of the CodeNet. The functions include client-side connection, system server connection, database server connection, multithread handle, and various operations for the client-side user requests.

6.1. Classes

- These classes are defined to run the web server, handle multithread, and connect to the database server.

WebServer
WebServerThread
Connect_DB

- These classes are defined to perform various operations for the web client user requests in the web server side.

GetClassIndex
GetConPar
GetFunPar
7. Package: ClientCLA

This package contains classes that define the graphics user interfaces for the client-side user and perform various operation requests in the web client side.

7.1 Classes

- These classes are defined to build various graphic user interfaces for the web client user.

  \textit{ClientSearch}  
  \textit{QuerySplit}  
  \textit{CCTree}  

  \textit{ClawWindow}  
  \textit{ConWindow}  
  \textit{FunWindow}  
  \textit{Fun2Window}  
  \textit{App_ErrWindow}

- These classes are defined to perform various operation requests for the web client user to browse the SRL, query the SRL, and code generation.

  \textit{ConnectWebServer}  
  \textit{GetInit}  
  \textit{Lexica}  
  \textit{AppResult}

8. HTML

- This is a web page of the CodeNet embedded with the Java applet, \textit{clientSearch.class}.  
  \textit{zzSearch.html}
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